
                                                                SRI THYAGARAJAR 
 

SRI THYAGARAJAR, a melodious musical tribute to the Greatest Saint 

Composer from one of the most popular Tamil Theatre Troupes UNITED 

VISUALS, captained by well known theatre & Television  personality,  

‘TV’ VARADHARAJEN,   has crossed Golden Jubilee  show, in a very short 

record time and still going to places.   Written by well known journalist 

Shri VSV and melodious music composed by renowned Carnatic Musician 

and Oscar Award Nominee  Smt. Bombay Jayashree,   this  play  is 

creating sensation and receiving standing ovation from full house 

audience in all the places staged.  

 

SRI THYAGARAJAR, a unique  kind of  musical  drama on the life history of  SRI THYAGARAJA 

SWAMIGAL tells the story of the greatest Saint Composer  Singer who was put through the test 

of life but undeterred, continued his mission and emerged as creative genius. It depicts the 

resolve of the man who refuses to be lured by the wealth and position of the court poet, 

struggles to get his daughter married and is driven out of the house by his brother and mourns 

his wife but never loses love &  belief in God.  

 

SRI THYAGARAJAR is not just an aural and visual treat, but touches the heart too.  

 

TV VARADHARAJEN HAS transformed himself into the Saint by his scintillating performance 

and the team has won lot of acclodes.  This play not only draws repeat audience, but also 

repeat shows from various organization.  

 

BOMBAY JAYASHRI has aptly chosen the 

Saint’s kritis befitting the situations on the 

stage.  She and other singers such as 

O.S.Thyagarajan, Sherthalai Ranganatha 

Sarma, O.S.Arun, Kunnakudi 

Balamuralikrishna must be given due credit 

for their soul-stirring renditions. 

 

Within a very short time, , this play has crossed 50  shows and has already been staged twice 

in Mumbai and also in Hyderabad, Delhi, Madurai , Coimbatore, Thrissur, Tirupathi, Bangalore, 

Kolkatta, Jamshedpur etc.   in addition to shows in all parts of Chennai and in Coimbatore, 

Madurai, Tiruchi, Thanjavur in Tamilnadu. 

 

All the Press and drama lovers have termed SRI THYAGARAJAR  as the best musical play not 

seen in the recent decade. 

 


